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1. Latest release
This document describes the enhancements and modifications included in the latest release of
Data360 Govern, and highlights any changes that may affect your current implementation.

For information on previous releases, and for user and administration topics, please see the
integrated product help. You can access the help by clicking the Help icon, positioned towards the
right of the header bar.

1.1 What's new

Language settings
By default, the language setting in Data360 Govern matches the language set in your browser. You
can now override this behavior to choose to display the application in any of the supported
languages. The supported languages are: Dutch, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish.
Note that if your browser is set to an unsupported language, the application will be displayed in
English.

For more information, see the "Overview of the user interface" topic in the help.

Asset type description
When configuring asset types, you can now choose whether to display the description, if there is one
set.

Previously, the description was displayed when you hovered over a tooltip next to the asset type
name. Now, the description is displayed under the asset type name, with a button allowing you to
show or hide the text. You can define the name of the button and choose whether the text should be
expanded or collapsed by default.

For more information, see the "Establish business asset types" topic in the help.

Workflow tokens
When working with HTTP Request and HTTP Response activities in workflows, output fields are now
labeled with their respective activity name. This allows you to more easily identify specific activities if
there are multiple HTTP activities in a workflow.

For more information, see the "Create a workflow that calls an external API" topic in the help.
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User interface enhancements

l When configuring business asset types and technical asset types, clicking on an asset now
displays the configuration options in tabs, rather than in panels. For example, the Field Definition
panel is now the Fields tab for these asset types.

l To open a submenu from the navigation bar on the left of the screen, you now need to click the
relevant arrow to the right of the item name. For example, click the arrow to the right of Business
Assets to see a high level view of all of the assets in your business glossary. This change
prevents the submenus from opening when you hover over the navigation bar, giving you the
control to choose when you want to view the additional menu information. For more information,
see the "Overview of the user interface" topic in the help.

l Previously, on model and policy type assets, the text in simple text fields did not wrap. This meant
that in some cases the text was cut off from view. The text in these fields now wraps, which
matches the behavior of HTML fields and simple text fields on other asset types.

Fields v2.0 API
A new PATCH endpoint has been added which allows you to specify properties to update on a field
type:

PATCH /api/v2/fields

For more information, see the Swagger documentation by navigating to Administration > API.

1.2 Corrected issues

Issue summary Issue number

Fixed an issue that caused some comments to be skipped when
clicking Load more comments.

GOV-20464

Fixed an issue that caused reference link and user search results to
link to the home page when using the global search.

GOV-20459

Fixed an issue where invalid XML characters in HTML fields caused
the entire export to be empty. Invalid symbols are now ignored.

GOV-20440

Fixed an issue that prevented the Match all conditions and Match
any condition labels from being displayed when editing a scoring
measure.

GOV-20434
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Issue summary Issue number

Fixed an issue that caused a random color to be applied to the
reference list badge if no color was set for any of the reference list
items.

GOV-20433

Fixed an issue that prevented custom fields from being displayed in
the Relationship tab of the Information side panel.

GOV-20430

Fixed an issue where clicking a scoring badge redirected you to the
home page, instead of opening the Scoring tab.

GOV-20421

Fixed an issue that prevented some users from being able to change
their password.

GOV-20413

Fixed an issue that caused duplicate records to be created when
running a workflow with multiple Field Change steps executing in
parallel. This issue caused assets to appear duplicated on GET
Assets API calls.

GOV-20406

Fixed an issue that prevented colors from loading on process
diagrams.

GOV-20366

Fixed an issue that prevented search results from being displayed
correctly when searching for an item on the asset list page.

GOV-20253

Fixed an issue that caused the Alerts icon on diagrams to display red
with an alert count when there were no alerts displayed in the Active
Alerts panel. Fixed an issue that caused two arrows to be displayed
on diagrams instead of one arrow.

GOV-20249

Fixed a performance issue that caused large lineage and impact
diagrams to time out when filtering to show all descendants or only
direct children.

GOV-19768

Fixed an issue that caused lineage diagram arrows to point in the
wrong direction when expanding the diagram.

GOV-19766

Fixed an issue that caused workflow form activities to be displayed
before the relevant users had been assigned.

GOV-20166

If you encounter any technical issues, contact us at support.precisely.com.
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Notices
Copyright 2014, 2022 Precisely.

Trademarks
Infogix, the Infogix logo, ACR, ACR/Detail, ACR/Summary, ACR/Workbench, ACR/Connector, Infogix Assure,
Infogix Insight, ACR/Instream, ACR/File, Infogix ER, Infogix Perceive, Data3Sixty, and Data360 are registered
trademarks of Precisely. Data3Sixty Analyze, Data3Sixty Govern, Data3Sixty DQ+, Data360 Analyze, Data360
Govern and Data360 DQ+ are trademarks of Precisely. Any other trademarks or registered trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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